


TEXAS MURDJ
Famous
Science Fiction
Writer Lost in
Manhattan
NEW YORK—Author Thomas M.
Disch, renowned for his works of
science fiction, mystery, and hor-
ror, has been reported missing to
local authorities. Creator of Am-

nesia, he is also the author of On
Wings of Song, Camp Concentra-
tion, Fun with Your New Head, and
The Businessman: A Tale of Terror.

According to The Science Fic-
tion Encyclopedia (Dolphin
Books, 1979), Disch is "perhaps
the most respected, least trusted,
most envied... of all modern SF
writers of the first rank: his reputa-
tion can only grow." In 1980, Disch
received a Campbell Award for the
best science fiction novel of the
year, On Wings of Song.

Graffiti Artists Up Against Hie
NEW YORK—Members of the Cognetics Graffiti Committee met this w<
against new pressures from the city administration. Also known for tl
members include (1. to r.) Pat Reilly, Kevin Bentley. Lis Romanov, and C

Author Thomas M. Disch was last seen wandering around a rooftop in lower
Manhattan. Authorities are baffled by the disappearance of this highly
acclaimed science fiction writer.

ReleasedAmnesia
About Everything Eh

The Amnesia Phenomenal
Why This Game Is So Unique
SAN MATED, CA—The developers
of Amnesia today explained why
the text adventure has become so
wildly popular.

'Amnesia is a hybrid, a cross be-
tween a novel and a game," said a
representative of Electronic Arts.
"It is a novel because it has charac-
ters and a plot, and follows the tra-

ditional structure of a mode
work of fiction—introduction, p
development, climax, and dene1

ment. Unlike traditional now
however, Amnesia develops
story by using the player's in]
so that the order of events is un
the reader's control, not the nc
ist's. Thus, if you feel that ;



should find something to eat

I
before riding the subway, you can
do so by using the appropriate
commands.

"Bear in mind, however, that
choosing one course of action

rn over another can throw you into a
lot whole new storyline, or into a
ue- series of dead ends, only some of

which might offer the possibility
its of escape. In this way, Amnesia is
mt, more like a game (and a little like
der life), since solving the mystery re-
vel- quires a combination of skill, good

fortune, and perseverance."

Wall ek in the East Village to organize protests
p ir work in developing Amnesia, committee
tiarlie Kreitzberg.
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Not to
orgotten
CA—In the wake of
s of Amnesia, Elec-
las reminded its loyal
its other popular elec-
3, all of which appear
imous Electronic Arts

* Construction Set, Ar-
m II: Adept, Arcticfox,
ica, Axis Assassin.
's Tale, Carriers at War,
aste, DeluxePaint, Eu-
2, Financial Cookbook,
olden Oldies, Hard Hat
tie Maker, Murder on
neuf, Music Construc-
ir. J and Larry Bird Go

Construction Set, Reach
»rs, The Seven Cities of
ox, The Standing Stones,
, Ultima IV, Wilderness,
dail Order Monsters, De-
sic Construction Set,
mpossibility,Tbuchdown
Racing Destruction Set,
Conquest, Calculator

tion Set, Get Organized!
is?
remind the reader once

venture Construction Set,
Archon Hi Adept, Arctic-
•t of Africa, Axis Assassin,

^ ^
Carriers at War, Cut and Paste,

DeluxePaint, Europe Ablaze, Fi-
nancial Cookbook, Software Gol-
den Oldies, Hard Hat Mack, Movie
Maker, Murder on the Zinderneuf,

Programming
Geniuses Fit
Manhattan
into Computer
PRINCETON, NJ—Cognetics Corp.,
a software company headquar-
tered here, announced today that
they have managed to fit Manhat-
tan onto two computer disks, a
feat that would have been consid-
ered impossible a few years ago.
Cognetics managed this remarka-
ble achievement by shrinking each
"bit," the fundamental element of
computer language, to a size about
one-tenth of the original.

The new element, called a
"bitsy," promises to revolutionize
the software industry by making it
possible to put vast amounts of
information onto floppy disks. In
the present case, Cognetics has
put 3,545 intersections, 94 subway
stations, and 200 landmarks onto
two disks.

What's next for Cognetics?
According to a company spokes-
person, Cognetics is currently
working on shrinking the bit even
further, to produce a new micro-
element tentatively known as the
"itsy-bitsy." If successful, Cognet-
ics may well be able to cram the
whole North American continent
onto one disk, which analysts pre-
dict would cause havoc in the real
estate industry.

Thousands Forget to
Pay Taxes; IRS

Suspect Fount
Wandering
Streets of M<
York; Escape:
Authorities
DALLAS—Local authorities t
announced the finding and sul
sequent disappearance of a su
pect in a recent Texas slaying. 1
case, which has baffled law en
ment officials for the past yea
now taken a new surprise 1

Manhattan
Maps a Hit
NEW YORK—Manhattanites i
themselves on knowing whe|
(and who) they are at any ghj
time. Their secret can be fou
those small folding maps th^
ways carry with them, and i
provide them with all the ir
tion they need to find their i
around the Big Apple. The i
elude a complete street and
way directory as well as inf|
tion about landmarks and (
points of interest. Althou
hattan can be overwhel]
the first-time visitor, one of
street maps can turn a i
of disorientation into a wej
planned tour.

Our roving reporter wer
into the streets of Ma
terview passersby about t
maps. Here are some oft
sponses:

"I'd be lost without it," s
of Gramercy Park.




